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MOO MAGAZINE...



Welcome To



MOO...!

Find Us Facebook!

facebook.com/moomagazine



For Advertising and Submissions

E-Mail Moo at MoomagazineKC@gmail.com

Mati Mat Alvarado-Editor / designer

Drew Burasco---Publisher

Tammy Gifford-----Design and Printing Guru

Audrey Neuhaus--LayOuts Helper Outer



Another day like no other

Feet with wings

Smoking to save lives

Speed dating the two evils

I take the lesser out for coffee



Cramming donuts between my toes

We stake our tent

On another jelly day

Starting with betrayal

Stair master of forgiveness

Lying restless on a squeaky bed

Sharing a lime with friends

We pucker and kiss

The basement light

Turning into this day

Just another beautiful day

Like no other

by Matthew Louis Roth
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...ART, MUSIC, ETC.
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Nothing show

-



Lasagne sky

Edging out

the black windows

Square blue buildings

The panes flutter like bats

The meanings that hang

From our first words

The revolution is too perfect

A little too uncloudlike

Dog fighting with itself

Behind a wall

Sanding away at the

Synthetic bones

Boosting the light inside

Nothing to show for it

by Matthew Louis Roth



Matthew Louis Roth is a Brilliant writer, musician, and with

Nan Turner, they combine forces to form the awesome band

Schwervon! See what Matt and Nan has been up too at:



w w w. s c h we r vo n. c o m
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Jeanette Powers does art, whatever kind it takes

to stick in the heart, mind or craw. She and Jason

Ryberg publish the poetry books of KC local

poets on a monthly basis through POP POETRY. She

has social media and websites: llamacuff.com &amp;

jeanettepowers.com.
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Day#1



Noise. All around me and in me. Nothing but static.

White and oppressive. Gray &amp; emotionless. Genderless

&amp; role switching. Constant &amp; relentless. Noise. With

nothing to distract but the Gray reflection of self. I close

my eyes tight and fantasize about my hands gripping

and destroying every inch around me with a calm

precision only the faint &amp; beyond mad could relate to or

understand. Here I stand before the Gates of Madness as

a human separated from the pack, prepared, primed &amp;

ready to act. I open my eyes &amp; mutter....

“My life is an oxymoron.” I am nothing more than a

figure of speech in which apparently contradictory

terms appear in conjunction I am you. You are me &amp;

these are the Bedtime stories of our lives. Falling asleep

for the American Dream.“We” work for a government

Corporation. THE Industrial Complexity Agency. Rich

with displaced faces lost in the spaces between. No

tongue to separate the Jaw. Upper and Lower with no

articulation. Just fingers &amp; Eyes tracing the button

for Sensory Overload. Staring into the abyss of our

Overlords, Screens. We pledge our allegiance to the United

States of Greed. All Hail our Holy Screens.

The new stage of Dreams. Where nothing and everything

is exactly what is seems. Dictating life as we see it.

Tailoring out own personal realities into a gray blob of

conformity through nonconformity . All hail the new

Gods of reality, Our own Reflection. With one life to live

&amp; limited time we waste it all away for a cheap copy of
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ourselves that we pay little strips of green paper for.

Fucking paper....too coarse to wipe your ass with &amp; too

flammable to keep warm.

I used to be one of you. Wide eyed and new. Dreaming

of Stardom while lost in the daily news. “We’re gonna

change the world!” Is the motto of every lost Generation.

Nothing is new here. Nothing to see. Just people. Shitty

people indeed. You &amp; I are no different you see. We're just

two soft turds swimming in a toilet bowl year after year.

Only in misery do we wish you were here.

All hail the new Gods of reality, Our own Reflection

by Jeremiah Willis



Join the cult of nulius

https://www.facebook.com/

since.nulius



Jeremiah Willis is the leader of ThE cult Of Nulius ,

resposible for unearthing the recordings of Since Nulius, and

plays drums for Lawrence Kansas’ Hot &amp; Ugly.
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The modern day, post Napster world of the music business is a bizarre

wasteland of boarded up tower records stores, and the dying, or already

rotting corpses, of the major labels. Gone are the days of the six figure

recording budgets, snorting coke off of SSL mixing consoles that cost more

than a house, while the label paid $100 an hour for the studio on lockout.

The Fairy Godmother cigar chomping, 5 pounds of gold ring wearing record

company executives, who once upon a time came to sweep bands away in

their golden chariot limos (with hot tubs and strippers), well that guy, he

had a heart attack on the toilet back in’99. The rock star is a dated concept.

So what sort of miscreants roam the post apocalyptic rubble of the music

scene these days? What new model is there to follow, in an industry that

was nuked by its own morbid obesity and flatulence?

Face it, the old music business deserved to die, they earned it with the

lukewarm mediocrity and saccharine pop junk they’ve been making.

So how can the musicians of this generation salvage a functioning community and rebuild a system that supports art, not exploits it? One that

enhances creativity and originality, instead of forcing sameness and trendiness down everyone’s throats?

From the ground up, that’s how. The best thing about the modern age is,

while the big budgets of the olden days are gone, technology has made

those budgets superfluous. A good recording mixer no longer costs as much

as a house, more like a used car. A CD can be released today for pennies on

the dollar of the cost just a few years ago. Pro quality duplication and printing are available at affordable prices to every artist.

This grand democratization of the industry, has resulted in a massive leveling of the playing field, small independent labels are better able, and better

suited to, helping independent artists.

Unfortunately, the leveling of the field, means it’s hard to stand out. There

is so much music out there it would be impossible to even begin to hear it

all, and without the big companies to spoon feed them, many people get lost

in a sea of Facebook event invites to see their friend from work's band…

to be continued..
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